THIS MONTH…

DECEMBER 2015

We look back at some of our
achievements in 2015 and look
forward to a successful 2016
2015 has been a busy, but exciting year for the PhytoLux team. We have continued to work
closely with commercial growers, universities, colleges and other research establishments, and as
a result, our LED plant growth lights have now been installed in more than 60 organisations
within the UK. A small number of these are on-going trials, to which we are fully committed to
supporting throughout 2016.
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“Every picture tells a story”
Take a look at the images below
which highlight some of our
achievements in 2015
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January 2015
UK strawberries hit
the shelves in
December and
January with a little
help from Phytolux

February 2015
PhytoLux working
closely with UK
universities and
research
organisations at the
Rothamsted seminar

March 2015
PhytoLux lights
feature in the BBC’s
“Stargazing Live” show
with Dara O’Briain,
Doctor Brian Cox and
special guest Buzz
Aldrin

April 2015
Newcastle University
installs Attis-5 plant
growth lights at their
“Cockle Park Farm”
Agri-tech Research
Centre
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May 2015
PhytoLux support the
“Rocket Science”
project within the
Discovery Zone at the
at the RHS Chelsea
Flower Show

June 2015
Rothamsted
Research reports an
energy saving in
excess of 65%
following the
installation of Attis-7
to replace HPS lights

July 2015
Laura McLean
running tests on the
Research Panel at
the University of
Oxford

August 2015

University of Wolverhampton

Attis-7’s installed in
the new Rooftop
Grodome – Life
Sciences Building at
the University of
Bristol
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September 2015
PhytoLux wins the
award for technical
excellence at the Four
Oaks Trade Show

October 2015
Elsoms Seeds installs
Attis-7 plant growth
lights at their site in
Spalding

November 2015
Centre for Ecology &
Hydrology reports
healthy plants and
excellent winter
growth at their
Edinburgh site

December 2015
Bangor University’s
Henfaes Research
Centre installs Attis-7
plant growth lights
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